
Curriculum Document Year 8 Autumn Term 

Maths 

Number, Factors and Powers, Expressions, Functions, Formulae, 

Sequences and Graphs. -  Am I able to analyse and connect various 

concepts of Number and Algebra to solve problems? 

Rounding and estimation, expanding, factorising, simplifying & 

substitution in algebraic expressions. Using the laws of indices, 

expressions and equations.    

Prime factor decomposition to find the HCF, LCM and the use of 

scientific calculators. Sequences and graphs. 

  

Fractions, decimals and percentages. 2D shapes, 3D solids and real life 

graphs.  - Am I able to recall my knowledge of Algebra, multiplicative 

relationships and apply this to develop my knowledge of the properties 

of shapes? 

Plotting the graphs of linear functions, finding midpoints of line 

segments and writing the equations of straight-line graphs in the form y 

= mx + c. 

Recall of equivalent fractions, decimals and percentages.   

Working out one number as a percentage of another; percentage 

increase and decrease using a multiplier; Using the unitary method to 

solve percentage problems. 

Further develop knowledge on shapes in plans and elevations, areas, 

volumes and Pythagoras theorem.  

English 
“Poetry in Motion” (Mini 2 week consolidation unit) 

I will have immersed myself in a variety of poems, focusing 
on a range of poetic techniques, structures and forms, and 
will have written my own mini poetry anthology. 

Skills covered: 
• Develop appreciation for poetry  

• Reading poetry for meaning. 

• Write creative poetry 
 

“Read all about it” (condensed 4 week version) 

I will be able to understand and identify different forms, 
language and structures of non-fiction magazine texts and 
will produce my own.  

Skills Covered:  
• Non-fiction comprehension 

• Formal and informal writing 

• Grammatical accuracy 

• Match writing to purpose and audience  

 
 
“Two Star Crossed Lovers” 

I will have studied the play “Romeo and Juliet” and 
enriched my cultural appreciation of Shakespeare. 
• Responding to play extracts  

• Analysing for literary techniques 

• Investigating wider messages 

 
Literacy Development Strategies in place across the school, 

including: Bedrock Vocabulary homework, literacy starters, 

SPaG marking feedback, reading room lessons. See Director 

of Literacy and school website for further details. 

Character 
Development 

 
Communication and 

presentation skills 

(CC)  
 

Empathy and 
problem solving 

relating to how we 
protect people 

from flooding and 

natural disasters 
(Geog) 

 
Water safety and 

swimming (PE) 
 

Speaking and 

Listening Activity 
Days (Literacy) 

 
Mayors Debate – 

public speaking 
(Literacy) 

 
Food preparation 

and safety – life 
skills  (DT) 

Assembly/Form 
Time Themes 

 
Community & 

Aspiration: 

 
Community and 

Charity – Harvest 

Festival Food Bank 
Drive 

 
Why does Racism 

still exit? 
 

eSafety – The 
impact of social 

media 
 

Dreams and Goals 

 
Living a healthy 

lifestyle 
 

 
Key events: 

 

European Day of 
Languages- 26th 

September  
 

Rosh Hashanah - 
30th September 

 
World mental 

health day – 10th 
October 

 

Diwali - 27th October 
 

Remembrance 
 Day – 11th 

November 
 

Anti-Bullying Week- 
11th-15th November 

 
Advent - 1st 
December 

 

SMSC & BV 
 

Parliament and 
democracy (CC) 

 

UK political system 
(CC) 

 
What does it mean to 

be a good citizen? 
(Form) 

 

The impact of he 
media on self esteem 

(Form) 
 

Should the British 
Government send 
money to support 
victims of Natural 

Disaster (Geog) 
 

Explore beliefs and 

respect different 
faiths (RS) 

 
The rule of law and 

democracy (RS) 
 

Right and wrong (RS) 
 

Consequences of 
behaviour (RS) 

 

Multiculturalism and 
tolerance (Hist) 

 
Respect /tolerance for 

packaging designs and 
requirements around 
the world. (DT)Natural 

disasters – should we 
support people from 

other countries? 
(Geog) 

 
An understanding of 
poverty and limited 
resources in other 

countries (Geog) 
 

RSE 
 

Internet safety and 
harms – be able to 
recognise how to 

use the internet 
safely and not use it 

to influence a 
negative self-image. 

(Form) 
 

The similarities and 

differences between 
the online world 
and the physical 

world, including: the 

impact of unhealthy 
or obsessive 

comparison with 
others online  

(Form) 
 

Online relationships 

(Form) 
 

Reproduction in 
humans, including 

the structure and 
function of the male 

and female 
reproductive 

systems, menstrual 
cycle, gametes, 

fertilisation, 

gestation and birth, 
to include the effect 
of maternal lifestyle 

on the foetus 

through the 
placenta  
(Science) 

 
Living a healthy 
lifestyle (Lang) 

 

 

Science 
Biology: How do organism interact?  
Understand the interactions or organisms in the environment and how 

they are linked.  
Chemistry: How is the atmosphere changing?  
Understand the formation of the atmosphere and how the effects of 

global warming on impacting the atmosphere and the environment  
Physics: How does sound waves work? 
Understand the structure of the ear and the structure of sound waves  
Biology: How do we breathe?   

Understand the structure of the lungs and the process of gas exchange.   
 
-Make observations of the real world and apply prior knowledge and 
experience 

-Make predictions using scientific knowledge and understanding 
-Data analysis including simple statistical techniques 

ICT 
Understanding Computers 
Elements of a Computer 

The CPU 
Understanding Binary 
Binary Addition 

Storage Devices 
 
Skills Covered:  
• Perform simple binary arithmetic 

• State strengths and weaknesses of different storage 

devices 

• Identify input and output devices for more complex 

scenarios 
• Explain how characters are encoded using the ASCII 

system 
 



Geography 
How do rivers shape the land? 
How large scale cycles (water cycle) and systems (drainage basin) link to 

rivers. 
The river processes that occur with a focus on erosion and 
transportation.  

Explain how rivers shape the land by creating distinctive 
landforms/landscapes. 
Develop locational knowledge  (AO1)  
Identify key physical processes (AO1) 

Explain how physical processes interact with landscapes to create 
distinctive landforms (AO2) 
Use a range of imagery/maps to show different landforms (AO4) 
Africa a place of challenge or opportunity? 

Challenge misconceptions of Africa by looking at the human and physical 
geography of the region.  
Compare two contrasting areas of physical and human geography in 

Africa (Egypt/Uganda). 
Explain the issues that faced Africa (e.g. Shanty Towns) and the 
opportunities (e.g. Tourism) 
Explore the impact of Empire in Africa (Apartheid)  

Develop locational knowledge  (AO1)  
Identify key physical & human features (AO1) 
Compare the physical and human features of a region (AO2) 

Evaluate, analyses information to draw an opinion/conclusion (AO3) 
Evaluate attempts to manage issues (AO3) 
Use a range of imagery/maps to show different landforms (AO4) 
Interpret domain specific graphing techniques (AO4) 

History 
 
Cheshunt’s past, present and future 

A cross-curricular project with Geography, focusing on the 
History of British migration, with particular reference to 
post-war immigration, and how the past has shaped the 

cultural make-up of Cheshunt. Included in this is a case 
study on the Windrush Generation and celebration of 
culture as part of Black History Month.  
 

 
Why was the Slave Trade allowed to happen?  
Charting the course back from Elizabethan times to the 
include factual accounts of the Slave Trade Triangle, 

plantation living and the abolition of slavery, and assessing 
the spectre of slavery on British attitudes to race.  
 

Reliability 
Interpretation 
Significance 
Chronology, Change over time  

Rules and regulations 
of the internet (ICT) 

 

Windrush, Black 
History Month 

(History) 
 

Tolerance of different 
cultures/race 

Creed/religion 

(History) 
 

Respect for cultures 
and foods from 

around the world (DT) 

Technology  
FOOD - FOOD DIARIES, PRODUCT – NATURE’S BLOCKS AND TEXTILES—
CUSHIONED PATTERNS 
Design and make an upcycled cushion, create block bots figurine  

including its scene design. Creativity will be needed for students to  
create their own designs. 
Also Food and Nutrition health and safety and adaption of food diary will 
extend learning from year 7.  

 
Skills learnt will include:  
 

FOOD - FOOD DIARIES  
                    - 4C’s Cleaning and Cross contamination  

- 4C’s Cooking and Chilling  
- Health eating and nutrition 

- Sensory skills - Adapt food diary/menu  
 
TEXTILES—CUSHIONED PATTERNS 

- Cushion research  
- Analysing – Product analysis  
- Experimentation - Patterns and Tessellation  
- Pupils will explore different pattern types  

- Generating & recording ideas   
- Graphic communication / Sketching & rendering   

PE  
Health Related Exercise and Fitness 
 
Recapping and developing  the components of fitness and 

how to improve these through a variety of different 
training methods. Achieved through the participation of 
various fitness training sessions attempting the different 
types of training. 

 
Recapping and developing knowledge of the different 
components of fitness and their impact on sports 

performance. 
 
Speed, Power, Strength, Aerobic Endurance, Reaction time, 
Flexibility, Co-ordination, Balance, Muscular Endurance. 

Continuous Training, Interval Training, HIIT Training, Fartlek 
Training, Speed Training. 
 

Top Training Sessions For Team Games 
 

Recapping  and development of the fundamental and core 
skills that are transferrable across a variety of invasion 

games. Achieved through participation in structured 
practices, drills and conditioned games. 
 



- Design choices   
- Specification  

 

PRODUCT – NATURE’S BLOCKS  
                    - Block bots - Research  

- Technical drawings  
- Repetition/ Tessellation   

- Data gathering   
- Generating & recording ideas   
- Analysing – Product analysis  

- Sketching & rendering   
- Technical drawing skills  
- biomimicry   
- environmental influences   

- patterns within the environment (natural patterns)   
 
 

Development of tactics and strategies to improve team 
performance e.g. Formations, positions, set plays, styles of 
play. 

 
Developing understanding of the rules and regulations 
associated with a variety of team games. 

 
Passing, Dribbling, Shooting, Creating space, Receiving, 
Tackling, Communication, Leadership, Organisation, 

Analysis of performance 

Art 
IMPRESSIONIST LANDSCAPE–  
Analysis of Impressionist paintings and students’ painted 
interpretations. Responsive use of marks to describe surface, texture, 

mood and weather using a range of different drawing media. 
Colour Theory - Consolidation of understanding of the colour wheel and 
colour mixing. 
Refining brushwork skills. 

 
• Responsive use of marks to describe surface, texture, mood 

and weather using a range of different drawing media 
• Observation skills, ability to model form and space by 

carefully measuring proportion, overlap, tone and texture 
• Work in the style of Vincent Van Gogh 

• Persist to work through problems 

• Ability to express ideas and feelings through landscape 

• Ability to adapt, refine and improve own and other’s work 

• To use appropriate technical language 

• Ability to work well in pairs and participate in class discussion 

• Work in a responsible, trustworthy manner during lessons 

 
 

Drama and Music 
Everything Begins with an Idea! 
This unit provides students with the opportunity to explore 
drama using a wide range of stimuli and scripts. Students 

will develop old and new techniques and explore character 
ideas using role-play, role-on-the-wall or hot seating.etc.  
Students will be assessed on their creating skills. How they 
work together, the ideas they give in-group work. Working 

as a team. Responses to stimuli in class discussion and in-
group and pair work. They will explore Stanislavski’s given 
circumstances along with accent, characterisation and 
multi role. 

 
‘AND THE TONY AWARD GOES TO…’ 
During this unit of work students will explore the style, 

Musical Theatre- necessary skills to combine a Music and 
Drama style to an audience. They will learn to sing and use 
their voices to create and compose their own and with 
others.  

Understand the techniques that Musical Theatre uses. 
Work as part of a team to fulfil the task 
Develop a song for a musical of the pupil’s own devising 

Perform in the live recording of their musical 
Evaluate their and others performances and comment on 
techniques and strategies used to engage the audience. 

 

Languages 
Healthy Lifestyle: What’s up doc? 
An introduction and development of ... 

- vocabulary and grammatical structures to describe health issues at the  
doctors (body parts, illnesses, symptoms, medication, & health advice ) 
-  cultural celebrations and festivals (Oktoberfest– German only, 

Halloween, Christmas). 
Understand / improve and apply: 
- grammar and linguistic skills: listening, reading, writing & speaking   

RS 
Is it important to show God faith through practice? An 
investigation of what it means to be Muslim and follow the 

teachings and practices of Islam. 
 
Does it matter how I behave? A key ethical question that 

considers the short and long-term consequences for 
misbehaviour. 
 



  
Healthy lifestyle: How not to be a couch potato 
 An introduction and development of.. 

- vocabulary and grammatical structures to describe fitness and sporting 
habits, preferences & justifications, accepting and declining invitations 
and describing sporting events, using  a variety of basic tenses. 
Understand / improve and apply: 

- grammar and linguistic skills: listening, reading, writing & speaking   
  
 

Skills: Comprehension – inference from sources, identifying 
similarities and differences between practices, explaining 
religious beliefs, interpretation. 

 

Wider Curriculum 
• Bletchley park trip to develop an appreciation of the importance of maths in real world applications (Maths) 

• Visit to the bank of England.(Maths) 

• Maths in Disneyland Paris.(STEM) 

• London theatre trip to Wicked to learn about set and costume design (DT) 

• Lego robotic competition to develop Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths skills (STEM) 

• Mayors debate to develop public speaking skills (English) 

• Simulate an earthquake situation in the classroom, students have to decide what they would do next and how they would respond  (Geog) 

• Extra-curricular sports clubs during lunch and after school (PE) 

 

Careers development 
“Be Ready” website 
Used through all year groups to provide, CPD modules on skills such as resilience and leadership. Used to explore career info rmation, apprentice opportunities and labour market information 

Marriot Experience day 
Students have the opportunity to experience life “behind the scenes” at a busy and top class hotel. Students are exposed to a variety o f jobs which take place in the hotel, from chamber maids to marketing including a talk from the 
General Manager and the opportunity to meet young people on the Graduate and Apprenticeship programmes. 

Full details of how are curriculum supports Career Development, can be found on the Careers section of our website  



Curriculum Document Year 8 Spring Term 

Maths 
Transformations, lines and angles. – Can I describe the various 

movements and changes that are applicable to shapes? Do I know the 

properties of polygons and the relationship to their angles? Am I able 

to apply my knowledge of multiplicative relationships and percentages 

in contextual situations?  

Describing, executing and combining transformations with links to 
STEM.   

Solving geometrical problems showing reasoning on angles in polygons   
Recurring decimals to fractions, repeated percentage change with links 
to real life finance.   
Using place value and applying the four operations to decimals, solving 

problems on ratio and proportion in context   

 

Construction and Loci, scale drawings & measures – Am I able use 

appropriate mathematical equipment to construct shapes accurately?.  

Can I scale down real life objects and present them as a drawing?  Do I 

understand the relationship between angles formed when parallel 

lines cross a transversal and can I link these properties to calculating 

bearings>? 
Using appropriate mathematical equipment to accurately construct 
shapes.   
Drawing scale representations of real life measurements. 

Understand the relationship between parallel lines, alternate, 
corresponding angles and use in bearings. 

English 
Boy in the Striped Pyjamas 

I will have read John Boyce’s novel from the point of view 
of a boy living next to a concentration camp in WW2, and 
analysed how the writer uses structure and language to 

convey meaning. 
Skills covered: 
• Exploring author’s method. 

• Respond to fictional texts. 

• Write fiction based on a stimulus 

  
Super Sleuth and Hungry Hearts 

I will have read the Sherlock Holmes c lassic, “The Speckled 
Band” and Edgar Allen Poe’s “The Tell Tale Heart”. 
Skills covered: 
• Decoding information  

• Exploring 19th Century writing 

• Analysing Language for meaning. 

 

Character 
Development  

 
Development of life 
skills – first aid / CPR 

(CC) 
 

Friendship skills 
(Form) 

 
Empathy and 

Compassion for 

countries poorer 
than ours and the 

role of aid and 
charity (Geog) 

 
Understanding 
where our food 

comes from (Geog) 
 

Kindness to others 
(RS) 

 
Food preparation 
and safety – life 

skills (DT) 

Assembly/Form 
Time Themes 

 
Liberty & individual 

identity 

 
Human rights and 
liberties in the UK  

 
Teamwork and 
collaboration 

 

Careers – Time to 
talk 

 
Wellbeing and 

Mindfulness 
 

Cyber-bullying – 

staying safe online 
 

Random acts of 
kindness 

 
Standing up against 

injustice 

 
Cyber bullying – 

staying safe online 

 
Key events 

 
World religion day – 

25th January 
 

Chinese New Year – 
25th January 

 
Holocaust Memorial 

Day – 27th January 

 
NSPCC number day 

– 1st February 
 

St Valentine’s Day - 
14th February 

 
Shrove Tuesday – 5th 

March 

SMSC  & BV 
 

Financial skills and 
budgeting (Form) 

 

Respectful 
relationships, 

including friendships 
and bullying (Form) 

 
Tolerance of other 

people’s beliefs 

(Form) 
 

The legal rights and 
responsibilities 

regarding equality 
(Form) 

 
Environmental impact 

of crude oil and 
cracking and the 

competing demands 

for limited resources 
(Science) 

 
Explore beliefs and 

respect different 
faiths (RS) 

 
The rule of law and 

democracy (RS) 
 

Right and wrong (RS) 

 
Consequences of 

behaviour (RS) 
 

Renewal Energy 
(Geog) 

 

Who is responsible for 
helping poorer 

countries? (Geog) 
 

The rights of all 
regardless of Gender 

(History) 
 

Respect for cultures 

RSE 
 

Respectful 
relationships, 

including 

friendships  
(Form) 

 

How stereotypes, in 

particular 
stereotypes based 

on sex, gender, 
race, religion, sexual 

orientation or 
disability, can cause 

damage 

(Form) 
 

Sexual harassment 
and sexual violence 

(Form) 
 

Criminal, including 

violent behaviour 
and coercive 
behaviour in 

relationships (Form) 

 
Basic first aid – 
treatment for 

common injures and 

life saving skills (CC) 
 

Life-saving skills, 

including how to 
administer CPR 

(CC) 
 

The purpose of 
defibrillators and 

when one might be 
needed  

(CC) 

Science 
Chemistry: What are chemical reactions? 

Understand the formation of compounds and the reactions of acids and 
alkalis in the process of neutralisation.  
Physics: What are forces?  
Understand the different types of forces and their effects.  

Biology: How do plants survive?    
Understanding the process of photosynthesis and respiration.   
-Apply mathematical concepts and calculate results 
-Interpret observations and data, including identifying patterns and 

using observations, measurements and data to draw conclusions 
-Evaluate data, showing awareness of potential sources of random and 
systematic error 

 

ICT 
Database Development (MS Access) 

Creating a Database 
Queries 
Input forms 
Creating a report 

 
Skills Covered:  
• Create a database table using several fields with 

different data types 
• Add features to an input form to make it more user 

friendly 

• Create a complex query which uses two tables in a 

relational database 
• Edit a report structure and add subtotals and/or a 

total to the report 
 

Geography  
How dangerous are tectonic plates? 
Plate tectonic theory Pangea, Plate Movement/Boundaries 
Causes, effects and responses to volcanic eruptions in two contrasting 

History 
The Civil Rights Movement and the fight for Equality in the 
USA – 1865-2020 
Chronological analysis of the impact of different individuals 



location (Mt. St. Helen/Montserrat) 
Causes, effects and responses to the Japan Earthquake and Tsunami.  
How we can respond to natural hazards by reducing risk.  

Develop locational knowledge  (AO1)  
Identify key physical processes (AO1) 
Explain how physical processes interact to create risk (AO2) 
Evaluate, analyses information to draw an opinion/conclusion (AO3) 

Evaluate attempts to manage issues (AO3) 
Use a range of imagery/maps  (AO4) 
 

How connected is the world? 
What globalisation is and how this is shown through everyday items. 
How container ships are vital for international trade.  
Reasons for location of factories for international trade 

Decision Making Exercise on locating a factory.  
How globalisation has helped create a global cities.    
Develop locational knowledge  (AO1)  

Identify key human geography (AO1) 
Explain how human and physical activity/processes interact  (AO2) 
Evaluate, analyses information to draw an opinion/conclusion (AO3) 
Apply knowledge to an unusual or unseen scenario (AO3) 

Use a range of imagery/maps  (AO4) 
 

and events on the ongoing struggle for racial and gender 
equality in the USA, alongside a debate about the current 
American political sphere 

 
From astrology to microscopes – 1000 years of medical 
development 
A change-over-time module designed to challenge students 

on the different factors that affected changes in attitudes 
and discoveries in the field of medicine and surgery.  
Reliability  

Inference 
‘key features’- PEKE 
CASGTIT ‘change’ factors 

 
World book day – 

7th Marc 

and foods from 
around the world (DT) 

 

Cultural celebrations 
and festivals  

(Lang) 

Technology 
 

PRODUCT – NATURE’S BLOCKS , TEXTILES—CUSHIONED PATTERNS 
AND STREET FOOD WORLD 
Design and make an upcycled cushion, pupils will focus on turning  
transferring their designs from paper to physical cushions. Create block 

bots figurine including its scene design. Creativity will be needed for 
students to create their own designs. Creativity will be needed for 
students to create their own designs and put to use their workshop 

safety and hand tool skills learnt in  year 7.  
Students will also produce tasty street food such as pizza by challenging 
their food skills. 
 

Skills learnt will include:  
 
PRODUCT – NATURE’S BLOCKS  

- Workshop safety  
- Sawing   
- Sanding  
- Drilling  

- Filing  
 

TEXTILES—CUSHIONED PATTERNS 
- Generating & recording ideas   

- Final design ideas  
- Producing  fabric patterns  
- Practical – sewing  

- Threading a sewing machine 
- Identifying different thread types  
- Identifying stitch patterns  

PE 
Going for Gold in Sports Hall Athletics 

 
Recapping  and development of fundamental and core skills 
required to perform different events associated with sport 
shall athletics. Achieved through participation in structured 

practices, drills and competition. 
 
Use of turn boards, highs steppers, short hurdles, speed 

bounce, relay changeover, sprinting technique, 
Communication, Leadership, Organisation, Analysis of 
performance. 

 
Outdoor Adventurous Activities 
 
Recapping and Development of different outdoor activities 

that focus on problem solving and teambuilding activities.  
 
Developing the use of strategies and tactics to improve 
performance 

 
Communication, co-operation, trial and error, problem 
solving, teamwork, resilience, Leadership and Orienteering 

skills/Map Reading. 
 
Bounding, Bouncing and Balancing in Gymnastics/Dance 
 

Recapping and development in the use body control, 
movement education and spatial awareness through 



- Quality control   
- Testing and evaluation  

 

 
STREET FOOD WORLD 

- Chopping skills  
- Conversion  

- Liquid/ Solid measurements  
- Boiling points  
- Food around the world  

- Recipes / List  
 
 

Gymnastics.  Along with the introduction of flight. 
 
Development and refinement in accuracy, fluency and co-

ordination during performance. 
 
Development of movement analysis and evaluation 
through observation of performance. 

 
Methods of travelling, use of levels, balancing, shapes, 
linking movements, sequencing, Aesthetic Appreciation 

skills, Observation & Analysis skills, Vaulting and flight. 
 
Sports Education 
 

Development of students becoming independent by 
making them responsible for organising, managing and 
running their own lessons. Achieved by allowing students 

to assign themselves various roles within groups and carry 
out these roles to deliver a lesson with teacher facilitation. 
 
Leadership, Co-operation, problem solving, communication, 

team management, officiating, teamwork. 
 

Art 
 
Set Your Mind Free 
Students will be encouraged to explore the techniques used by 
Rousseau and others so as to inform their creative interpretations. 

Students will be provided with resources but will be encouraged to 
develop their own compositions using their imagination. 
 

• Persist to work through problems 

• Students will produce creative work, exploring their ideas 
and recording their experiences using artistic language 
and vocabulary so that they can demonstrate the artistic 
process 

• Work in a responsible, trustworthy manner during 
lessons 

 
Creativity Connection 

Analysis of Impressionist paintings and students’ painted 
interpretations. 
Henri Rousseau analysis and interpretation. Students will explore 
Rousseau’s use of imagination and the processes/techniques he used. 

 
• Students will evaluate and analyse creative works using 

the language of art so that they can evidence the link 
between their own work and the work of artists or 
artistic movement 

• Observation skills, ability to model form and space by 
carefully measuring proportion, overlap, tone and texture 

• Refine rendering skills 

Drama And Music 
 

Lights Camera Action! 
Students will use the Drama mediums (lighting and sound) 
to create and develop pieces of drama. Students will be 
able to identify mood and atmosphere and portray this 

affectively. The students will look at audience placement 
and the use of physical movement in performance. They 
will also be encouraged to explore the use of mask.  

• Drama medium  

•  Mood  

• Atmosphere  

• Physical theatre  

• Mime 

• Symbolism 

 

TINIE TEMPAH TEACHES TEXTURE 
During this unit of work, students will develop their ability 
to identify and manipulate devices/elements of music 

associated with Rap/Hip Hop Music Developed awareness 
and value of the function and purpose of Rap/Hip hop 
Music. The students will equally look back at previous 
musical knowledge to help imbed it in to their learning.  

• Tinie Tempah 

• Texture 

• Compose 

• Musical Instrument 

• Music History 



 
 

 
 
 

• Composers66 

• Musicians 

• Perform 

• Evaluate 

 

 

Languages 
Educating “Herts” and minds 
An introduction and development of … 

- vocabulary and grammatical structures to describe school (subjects, 
school day, timetables), preferences with justifications, describing 
school uniform, using a variety of basic tenses. 
Understand / improve and apply: 

- grammar and linguistic skills: listening, reading, writing & speaking   
  
How aspirational are you? 
An introduction and development of … 

- vocabulary and grammatical structures to describe future  
educational plans  and aspirations / ambitions beyond school using a 
variety of tenses. 

Understand / improve and apply  
- grammar and linguistic skills: listening, reading, writing & speaking   
  

RS 
Does it matter how I behave?  Students will consider non-
religious consequences for behaviour. 

 
Can Sikh beliefs solve inequality? Investigates fundamental 
Sikh beliefs and how they can be used to help create 
community cohesion. 

 
Skills: Comprehension – inference from sources 
(interpretation), Identifying similarities and differences 
between practices, explaining religious beliefs, explaining 

the influence of beliefs on practice. 

Wider Curriculum 
• Disneyland Paris Maths  conference to explore the use of mathematics at one of the world's most famous global organisations ( Maths) 

• London Royal Air Force Museum visit to experience how Physics and Maths are used to create tanks and machinery (Science) 

• London theatre trip for cultural enrichment (Creative arts) 

• Trade Game – Practical lesson to show how World Trade works (Geog) 

• Extra-curricular sports clubs during lunch and after school (PE) 

• Author Visit for World Book Day (Literacy) 

• Research and make cultural German “Schultüte”  (MFL) 

• Maths seminar in Disneyland Paris. 

 

 

Careers development 
Full details of how are curriculum supports Career Development, can be found on the Careers section of our website  

 

 

 

  



Curriculum Document Year 8 Summer Term 

Maths 
Probability, Real life graphs - Do I understand probability as a measure 

of the likelihood of an event occurring?  Am I able to calculate various 

probabilities?  Can I link my knowledge on multiplicative relationships 

to presenting and interpreting real life situations in graphs?  

Identify mutually exclusive outcomes and events. 
Apply theoretical and experimental probability to events. 
Exploring visual representation of proportional relations by looking at 

financial, distance time and conversion graphs. 
 

Statistics, graphs and charts. -Can I recall the various types of data and 
am I able to apply my knowledge of collecting presenting, processing 

and interpreting data to design and implement a statistical 
investigation using appropriate methods and charts?  
 
Identify primary, secondary data, discrete and grouped data. 

Design questionnaires & data collection sheets. 
Presenting and analysing data using charts. 
Analysing data by calculating and interpreting averages from discrete 

and grouped data.  

English 
The Long and the Short of it (condensed version) 

I will have developed my reading and writing for fiction 
skills using a collection of short stories as stimulus. 
Skills covered: 

• Exploring how authors craft their writing. 

• Writing with creative ambition 

• Writing with technical accuracy 

 
Wish You Were Here (condensed version) 
I will have examined various pieces of travel 
transactional writing, and will have produced my own 

pieces. 
Skills covered: 
• Summarising information 

• Comparing non-fiction writing 

• Writing non-fiction pieces 

 
Is This The Real Life? Is This Just Fantasy? 

I will have explored the poetry of authors from other 
cultures, and poems from the genre of fantasy. 
Skills covered: 

• Analysing the structure in poetry 
• Responding to unseen poetry 

• Comparing author’s objectives 

Character 
Development 

 
Expressing views in 
written form (CC) 

 
Research and 

organisation skills (CC) 
 

Empathy for sweatshop 
workers, child labour, 

people who have been 

affected by flooding 
(Geog) 

 
Logistic Skills – Deciding 

where the best location 
is for coastal defences 

(Geog) 

 
 

Assembly/Form 
Time Themes 

 
Decision and 

consequences & 

Respect 
 

Money, Money, 
Money 

 
St George’s Day and 
the future of the UK 

 
Mental Health 

Week 
 

Pride / LGBTQ 
 

Working for others 

– Careers 
 

Keeping safe 
 

Reflection 
 

Key events: 
 

St Georges day – 
29th April 

 

Mental health 
awareness week – 

13th – 19th May 
 

Children’s art week 
– 8th – 16 June  

 
British flowers week 

– 11th – 16th June 
 

Pride month – June 

 
 
 

SMSC & BV 
 

Respect and tolerance 
of others (Form)  

 

Human rights and 
equality (CC) 

 
Laws around the 

world (CC) 
 

What happens when 

human rights are not 
protected (CC) 

 
Healthy body, healthy 

mind (form) 
 

Individual Liberty – 
Should something be 

done to protect 
sweatshop workers 

(Geog) 

 
Explore beliefs and 
respect different 

faiths (RS) 

 
Protecting of our 
nature resources 

(Biodiversity) 

(Science) 
 

Efficacy of recycling/ 

sustainability 
(Science) 

 
Should we protect the 

coastlines or let them 
erode naturally? 

(Geog) 

 
Learning about 

different areas around 
the world (Geog) 

 
Holocaust (History) 

 
Law and order - 

punishments (History) 

RSE 
 

Mental wellbeing - 
Common types of 

mental ill health and 

how to critically 
evaluate the impact 

that their actions 
has on mental 

health 
(Form) 

 

Key facts about 
puberty, the 

changing adolescent 
body and menstrual 

wellbeing (Form) 
 

The main changes 
which take place in 

males and females, 
and the implications 

for emotional and 

physical health 
(Form) 

 
How stereotypes, in 

particular 
stereotypes based 

on sex, gender, 
race, religion, sexual 

orientation or 
disability, can cause 

damage (Form) 

 
Types of bullying 

(including 
Cyberbullying), the 

impact of bullying, 
responsibilities of 

bystanders to report 

bullying and how 
and where to get 

help (Form) 

Science 
Chemistry: Are some elements more reactive than others?  
Understand the reactivity series that involves some of the most reactive 

elements on the periodic table and their uses.  
Physics: Are light waves the same as sound waves? 
Understand the similarities between sound waves and light waves. To 
apply light waves to key theories of reflection and refraction.  

Biology: Why do we look like are relatives?  
Explore the genetic link between relatives and how variation might not 
be based solely on inheritance.  

 
-Make predictions using scientific knowledge and understanding 
-Apply mathematical concepts and calculate results 
-Explaining data in relation to predictions and hypotheses 

-Evaluate data, showing awareness of potential sources of random and 
systematic error 
 

ICT 
Introduction to Python 
Strings and Variable 

Numbers and Arithmetic 
Writing Algorithms 
While Loops 
Searching 

Skills Covered:  
• Run simple python programs in interactive and 

script mode 
• Write programs using different types of data 
• Write an error-free, well documented program 

involving selection and iteration 
• Make allowances in their programs for input 

errors, ensuring that the program still runs to a 
successful conclusion. 

 

Geography  
Is Asia home to the worlds new superpower? 
Challenge misconceptions of Asia by looking at the human and physical 
geography of the region.  
Look at why Russia was once a world superpower and why its 

geography is an issue.  
Compare the two rising superpowers India and China studying the 
population and economy of both countries. 

History 
How far did the Industrial Revolution and the 
expansion of the British Empire benefit the British 
people? 
An exploration of the development of different 

countries across the world, including India and parts of 
Africa, as well as development in law&order in a new 
industrial age 



Explain how globalisation has allowed for the growth of these two 
superpowers.  
Develop locational knowledge  (AO1)  

Identify key physical & human features (AO1) 
Compare the physical and human features of a region (AO2) 
Evaluate, analyses information to draw an opinion/conclusion (AO3) 
Evaluate attempts to manage issues (AO3) 

Use a range of imagery/maps (AO4) 
Interpret domain specific graphing techniques (AO4) 
Interpret graphing techniques (AO4) 

 

 
 
Causation 

Inference 
Significance 
Chronology 
Consequences 

 
Did the British have the Blitz Spirit? Why was the 
Holocaust allowed to happen? 

 
Charting the course of World War 2, touching upon 
causation, and analysing key individuals and impact 
both home and abroad. This will include an in-depth 

case study about the Holocaust and the impact of this 
on modern day Europe.  

 

Technology 
PRODUCT – NATURE’S BLOCKS , PRODUCT—SUSTAINABLE DESIGN  

AND GRAPHICS – ART DECO VS REST OF THE WORLD  
Design and make a block bots figurine scene (background). Students 
will also design and make  a sweet dispenser and pendent including 

packaging  
design for your product. Creativity will be needed for students to create 
their own designs and put to use their workshop safety and hand tool 
skills learnt in  year 7.  

 
Skills learnt will include:  
PRODUCT – NATURE’S BLOCKS  

- Workshop safety  

- Scene design  
- Photoshop skills  
- new technologies   

- smart technologies  
 

 
GRAPHICS – ART DECO VS REST OF THE WORLD   

- Design ideas  
- Final design   
- 2D Design  

- Packaging design  
- Casting  
- Vacuum forming  
 

PRODUCT—SUSTAINABLE DESIGN   
                    - Practical - Painting  

- Assembly and evaluation  
- Marketing / Poster design  

 

PE 
Making Elite Athletes in Athletics 

 
Recapping and development  of different athletic events 
and the fundamental skills required to perform the 

events effectively. Achieved through participation in 
structured practices, drills and competition. 
 
Recapping and developing understanding of rules and 

regulations associated with the different athletic 
events. 
  
Sprinting technique, pacing, technique for jumping 

events e.g. high jump, relay changeovers and technique 
for throwing events e.g. Javelin, communication, 
leadership, organisation, analysis of performance. 

 
Hitting Home Runs in Striking and Fielding 
 
Recapping and development of fundamental, and core 

skills that are transferrable across a variety of striking 
and fielding games. Achieved through participation in 
structured practices, drills and conditioned games. 

 
Recapping and developing the use of strategies and 
tactics to help improve performance  e.g. Fielding 
positions, tactical hitting.  

 
Developing understanding of rules and regulations 
associated with a variety of striking and fielding games. 

 
Batting/hitting, throwing, catching, fielding, retrieving, 
bowling, communication, leadership, organisation, 
analysis of performance. 

 
 



Art 
Portrait 
 Further exploration of the structure and proportion of the face. 

Investigation of the portrait as expression of identity and feeling. 
Special reference to Picasso’s Blue Period. 
Developing the Portrait – Consolidation of Photography and Photoshop 

skills and the process of developing an idea.  
Exploring artists’ portraits to inform and inspire students own digital 
outcome 
 

• Ability to observe the structure and form of the face 
• Ability to layout the construction of the face 
• Be able to experiment with media and be perceptive 

about findings 
• To describe form by modelling light and dark across the 

surface 
• Ability to render surface sensitively using different mark-

making techniques 
• Ability to analyse the formal elements of artists’ work 

appreciating form, content, process, and mood 
• Ability to evaluate their own and peers’ work 

• Development of visual/written literacy. Think and 
express their ideas with clarity 

 

Drama and Music 
WITHOUT MUSIC, LIFE WOULD ‘Bb.’ 
This unit of work concerns itself with the musical 

elements. Creating a composition using the musical 
elements. Exploring vocal skills by singing in unison as a 
class. 

Notation / Treble / Bass / Duration / Dynamics / pitch / 
rhythm/ structure /tempo/timbre. 
 
To be a caricature, there has to be a pastiche. 

Students will explore various themes and issues within 
the community and the specific aim for its target 
audience. They will look at the impact of soap operas, 
chat shows, documentaries and the news.  

• Target Audience 

• Exploration 

• Research 

• Genre 

• Linear/Non Linear 

• Diegetic and Non Diegetic 

• Group Discussions 

 

Languages 
Healthy lifestyle- food and drink 
An introduction and development of …. 
- vocabulary and grammatical structures to describe food & drink 
(meals and quantities), preferences with justifications and making plans 
for a healthy diet using the future/conditional tense. 

Understand / improve and apply:: 
- grammar and linguistic skills: listening, reading, writing & speaking   

  
Culinary delights 
An introduction and development of …. 
- vocabulary and grammatical structures to use  transactional language 
(ordering at the restaurant/snack bar, shopping for food), 

understanding recipes to make traditional culinary dishes and writing 
restaurant  reviews  using a variety of tenses. 
-Understand / improve and apply: 

- grammar and linguistic skills: listening, reading, writing & speaking   
  

 

RS 
Should we suffer to stand up for our beliefs? An 
investigation into the beliefs and Practices of Mahatma 

Gandhi and how he changed a nation. 
 
How do the North American Plains Indians respect the 

earth? 
An exploration into the beliefs of the tribes of North 
American about Maka – mother Earth and how they 
believe she should be treated with great respect and 

preserved. 
 
Skills: Comprehension – inference from sources 

(interpretation), Identifying similarities and differences 
between practices, explaining religious beliefs, 
explaining the influence of beliefs on practice. 
 

Wider Curriculum 
• Wembley stadium rewards trip (Pastoral) 

• Globe theatre visit for Shakespeare workshop and performance (English) 

• Business – Dragons Den Design pitch (Creative arts) 

• Extra-curricular sports clubs during lunch and after school (PE) 

• Sports Day with a difference (PE) 

• Public Speaking Competition (English) 

• Theatre visit (DT) 



• Making traditional German and French dishes in the food rooms 

• Blind food tasting  

 

Careers development 
Full details of how our curriculum supports Career Development, can be found on the Careers section of our website  

 

 

 


